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Disclaimer
In no event shall Compuvision Australia or its suppliers be liable for any damage either direct or indirect,
including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss or business
information or other losses arising out of the use of or inability to use the software.
The results obtained from using this software are not indicative of, and have no bearing on, any results,
which may be attained in actual trading. Results of past performance are no guarantee of future
performance. It should not be assumed that you would experience results comparable to that reflected by
the results from this software. No assurance is given that you will not incur substantial losses, nor shall
Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd be held liable if losses are incurred.
Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd is not a licensed investment advisor and so the information and results
obtained by using this software is for educational purposes and of the nature of a general comment and
neither purports nor intends to be, specific trading advice. The information obtained from using this
software should not be considered as an offer or enticement to buy, sell or trade and is given without regard
to any particular person's investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. This software is
not designed to replace your Licensed Financial Consultant or your Stockbroker. You should seek
appropriate advice from your broker, or licensed investment advisor, before taking any action.
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Copyright and Licensing Agreement
TradeSim is Copyright© 2000-2009 by Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd.
"TradeSim" is a trademark of Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd.
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY
This license statement and limited warranty constitutes a legal agreement ("License Agreement") between
you ("Licensee", either as an individual or a single entity) and Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd ("Vendor"),
for the software product TradeSim® ("Software") of which Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd is the copyright
holder.
BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
Upon your acceptance of the terms and conditions of the License Agreement, Compuvision Australia Pty
Ltd grants you the right to use the Software in the manner provided below.
If you do not accept the terms and conditions of the License Agreement, you are to promptly delete each
and any copy of the Software from your computer(s).
This license agreement only applies to the software product "TradeSim" and not to any other product even
if that product is similar to TradeSim and has a similar name.
The Vendor reserves the right to license the same Software to other individuals or entities under a different
license agreement.
After accepting this license agreement, the Licensee is permitted to use the Software under the terms of this
agreement.
Under this license agreement, the Software can only be used by those persons or entities that have
purchased
a
license
key.
Payment
information
is
available
at
http://www.compuvision.com.au/PurchaseOnline.htm.
The Software is provided "as is". In no event shall Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd be liable for any
consequential, special, incidental or indirect damages of any kind arising out of the delivery, performance
or use of this Software, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law. While the Software has been
developed with great care, it is not possible to warrant that the Software is error free. The Software is not
designed nor intended to be used in any activity that may cause personal injury, death or any other severe
damage or loss.
When errors are found in the Software, the Vendor will release a new version of the Software that may no
longer contains those errors a reasonable amount of time after the Vendor is given an accurate description
of those errors. Which amount of time is reasonable will depend on the complexity and severity of the
errors. The Vendor will mention the release at http://www.compuvision.com.au, at the Vendor's option,
directly contact the Licensee to announce the new release. The Licensee can then, at their option, upgrade
to the latest version or to continue to use the older version the Licensee already has. In the latter case, the
Licensee will no longer be entitled to technical support until the Licensee has upgraded to the latest
version.
The Vendor reserves the right to charge an upgrade fee in the case of major new enhancements or additions
to the Software. This major new version will then start a new version line, which will use version numbers
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clearly distinguishable from the old version line. The Licensee has no obligation to upgrade to the new
version line.
You must not attempt to reverse compile, modify, translate or disassemble the Software in whole or in part.
You must not run the Software under a debugger or similar tool allowing you to inspect the inner workings
of the Software.
The Software remains the exclusive property of the Vendor. Any Licensee, which fully complies with the
terms in this license agreement, may use it according to the terms of this license agreement. You must not
give copies of the Software or your license key to other persons or entities. If you have received a
download password or an URL with an embedded password for downloading the Software, you must keep
this password secret. You must also take reasonable steps to prevent any third party from copying the
software from one of your machines without your permission.
The Vendor reserves the right to revoke your license if you violate any or all of the terms of this license
agreement, without prior notice.

Trademarks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TradeSim® is a registered trademark of Compuvision Australia Pty Ltd.
Metastock® is a registered trademark of Equis International.
Microsoft Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Microsoft Excel® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Word for Windows ® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
TradeStation® is a registered trademark of Omega Research Corporation.
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Introduction
When trading a portfolio of stocks most people usually select stocks from a certain Universe of stocks.
Typically this Universe would be limited to the constituents from an industry group or Global Industry
Classification Standard. The problem with these classifications is that they are not static and change over
time. Therefore the stocks you select from the list today may not have been included in the list in the past.
If you back test your system over a long period of time where the lists have changed then you may have
been using under performing stocks that were not included in the lists in the past but are now included
today. At the same time, stocks which have been excluded from the lists, today may have been included in
the lists in the past but are not factored into the back tests due to survivorship bias.
This will have the effect of skewing the back testing results so it is important to maintain a dynamic list of
symbols and date inclusion ranges, which can be applied to your back testing in order to filter out any
survivorship bias. Typically this list will consist of a list of stocks with an associated date inclusion range
which directs the back tester to only generate trade for that particular symbol within its associated date
inclusion range.
This application note will describe how to apply Survivorship Bias Filter(SBF) Tables to TradeSim in order
to generate a survivorship bias free back test. Later on we will show you how to create your own SBF
Table files using the SBF Builder Assistant included in the Professional and Enterprise Editions.

What is Survivorship Bias ?
A typical back testing scenario would be to back test a portfolio system on the current constituents of an
index over a given period of time. In the case of the S&P ASX/20, this would mean that we only consider
the current top twenty stocks in the index and ignore the fact that there have been many different
constituents in the index or that some of these stocks may not have existed at all during this period. This
fact alone introduces error or survivorship bias into the back test.
If we are testing over a 10 year period then in this case we are assuming that the current top twenty stocks
are the same stocks that were in the index at the start of this interval. The problem is that they are most
likely not stocks that were in the indices at the start of the period nor did some of them even exist back
then. To prove a point and in the case of the S&P ASX/20, the stocks that were in the index at the start of
the back test interval (23-Aug-2000) are highlighted in green as follows.

On the 16-Jan-2009 the constituents are highlighted in green as follows.
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As you can see it’s a different set of securities !

Running a back test with Survivorship Bias.
The following system was punched into MetaStock and only the constituents of the S&P ASX20 as of 16Jan-2009 were used for the back test. We limited the start of the trade generation to coincide with the start
of the A&P/ASX20 which is around 23-Aug-2000.
EntryTrigger := Ref(Cross(MACD(),Mov(MACD(),9,E)),-1);
EntryPrice := OPEN;
ExitTrigger := Ref(Cross(Mov(MACD(),9,E),MACD()),-1);
ExitPrice := OPEN;
InitialStop:=0;

{ No Initial Stop used }

ExtFml( "TradeSim.Initialize");
ExtFml( "TradeSim.SetStartRecordDate",23,8,2000); { set the start record date
to coincide with the start of the S&P/ASX20 }
ExtFml( "TradeSim.RecordTrades",
"Survivorship Bias Free Example",

{ Trade Data Filename }

LONG,

{ Trade Position Type }

EntryTrigger,

{ Entry Trigger }

EntryPrice,

{ Entry Price }

InitialStop,

{ Optional Initial Stop }

ExitTrigger,

{ Exit Trigger }

ExitPrice,

{ Exit Price }

START);

{ Start Symbol }

We will now run a back test on the constituents of the S&P/ASX20 as of 16-Jan-2009 and use this as a
comparison for the later tests where we remove the survivorship bias. Here is the setup in TradeSim that we
used for the test.
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Here is what the closed trade equity curve looks like.

When we run a Monte Carlo analysis using the Enterprise Edition we can see the distribution of end profits,
which for this system doesn’t look to bad !
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Later on we will compare the results when survivorship bias is removed.
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The SBF Table Files
The SBF Table File is central in creating a survivorship bias free back test using TradeSim. Typically this
file consists of a list of stock symbols and their associated date inclusion ranges, which indicates the period
of time where the stock was included in the list.
The SBF table consists of three columns of data. The first column is the stock symbol. The second and third
columns are the start and end date respectively. The table files are stored as a standard text based file,
which can be created or edited with any text editor such as Notepad. Any line of data that starts with a hash
symbol ‘#’ indicates that the line is to be treated as a comment. DO NOT REMOVE THIS HASH OR
INSERT ANY CHARACTERS BEFORE IT if you want the line to be treated as a comment!!
All table files have a tbl file extension and are basic text files that can be loaded into any text editor and
edited if necessary. An example of an SBF table file that has been loaded into Notepad is shown below.
Dates are written in numeric long date format, which is of the form YYYYMMDD where YYYY
represents the year, MM represents the month (1-12) and DD represents the day (1-31)

Note that some symbols maybe repeated. This is because the particular stock may have moved in and out of
the index over time. This table file was generated with the SBF Table File Builder assistant available in the
Professional and Enterprise Editions.

Applying a Survivorship Bias Filter to the trade data.
There are two methods of applying an SBF to your trade data. The first method is to apply the SBF during
the creation of a trade database and the second method is to apply it after you have loaded a trade database
into TradeSim. The first method has the advantage of filtering out unnecessary trades and securities during
the trade database generation phase and reducing the size of the trade database. The second method has the
advantage of being able to easily switch the SBF on or off for comparison purposes. The second method
always requires the Professional and Enterprise editions but has the advantage of being able to supply
survivorship bias filtering even if you don’t use Metastock.
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Apply the SBF Table file during trade database generation.
To apply the SBF Table File to your trade database exploration you need to add the following function to
your code after the call to the Initialize function.
ExtFml( "TradeSim.ApplySBFTable",SBF_TABLE_FILE,OPTION);

The SBF_TABLE_FILE includes the file path as well as the file name and extension.
The OPTION parameter can be one of the following two values.
o

RemoveUnwantedTrades

o

KeepUnwantedTrades

Removes trades that fall outside the filter dates and sets the Survivorship Bias Filter Trade Enabled
(SBFTE) flag to true.
Keeps trades that fall outside the filter dates but sets the SBFTE flag to false. This enables a
comparison between back testing with or without survivorship bias to be made.

The following example of trade database exploration code highlights the use of this function as marked in
red text.
EntryTrigger := Ref(Cross(MACD(),Mov(MACD(),9,E)),-1);
EntryPrice := OPEN;
ExitTrigger := Ref(Cross(Mov(MACD(),9,E),MACD()),-1);
ExitPrice := OPEN;
InitialStop:=0;

{ No Initial Stop used }

ExtFml( "TradeSim.Initialize");
ExtFml( "TradeSim.SetStartRecordDate",23,8,2000); { set the start record date
to coincide with the start of the S&P/ASX20 }
ExtFml( "TradeSim.ApplySBFTable","C:\TradeSimData\TableFiles\SBF\ASX20\16-JAN2009_ASX20.tbl",KeepUnwantedTrades);
{ Apply the SBF Table File }
ExtFml( "TradeSim.RecordTrades",
"Survivorship Bias Free Example",

{ Trade Data Filename }

LONG,

{ Trade Position Type }

EntryTrigger,

{ Entry Trigger }

EntryPrice,

{ Entry Price }

InitialStop,

{ Optional Initial Stop }

ExitTrigger,

{ Exit Trigger }

ExitPrice,

{ Exit Price }

START);

{ Start Symbol }

When the SBF table used in this example was created the first constituent date used was 23-Aug-2000. It is
therefore recommended that you limit the date at which the securities are scanned to this date. This can be
done at the time the trade database is created by adding the following line to the exploration code.
ExtFml( "TradeSim.SetStartRecordDate",23,8,2000);
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Which securities to include in your trade database exploration ?

When running a trade database exploration that includes an SBF Table file it is important that you include
all of the securities that were present over the period of interest. For example if you were doing
Survivorship Bias Filtering for the S&P ASX20 you would add the lists from A to Z to your exploration or
from the All Ords. You need to make sure that the securities list includes any de-listed and expired
securities. Some data vendors allow you to keep the de-listed securities whilst other data vendors separate
the de-listed securities into a separate folder so you should add those to the exploration as well. Please
contact your security data vendor for instructions on how to access the de-listed securities.
The SBF will automatically filter out any securities not included in the SBF Table so if you want the
exploration to complete quicker then you could narrow down the search by excluding the securities from
the exploration.

When the exploration has completed click on the ‘SBF Table Check List’ tab. This will display all of the
symbols in the SBF table and each entry will be highlighted in green if they have been found during the
exploration. This is a good way of checking that all of the relevant securities have been included in the
exploration. If they haven’t then you need to include these securities in the exploration.
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Before you load the trade database it is recommended that you include the open trades when you load the
trade database. This will take into account trades that have started within the period at which a security was
in the index and had subsequently been closed off when the security had expired or become de-listed. To do
this open up the global preferences dialog box from the Tools Menu and de-select ‘Ignore Open Trades’
from the Trade Database Loading options.

After you have loaded the trade database into TradeSim you will notice that the Survivorship Bias Filter
Trade Enable(SBFTE) column displays both included and excluded trades as marked as ‘Yes’ and ‘-‘
respectively. This is because we have included unwanted trades the trade database exploration. Unwanted
trades are trades, which have been filtered out by the Survivorship Bias Filter but have been included in the
trade database with the SBFTE flag set to false.
Note: For complete survivorship bias free back testing these unwanted trades should not
be included in the back test by either removing them at the time the trade database file is
created (using the RemoveUnwantedTrades parameter) or later on by switching on the
‘Enable Survivorship Bias Filter’ option in the Trade Parameters. If you have removed
the unwanted trades from the trade database then this option will have no effect on the
results.
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If you run a simulation the SBFTE flag will be ignored and all trades will be considered. To enable the
Survivorship Bias Filter you need to enable it from the Trade Parameters tab as shown below.

When the SBF is enabled the Trade Database manager will display all of the filtered out trades grayed out.
These grayed out trades will never be used in a simulation.
Note: For complete survivorship bias free back testing these unwanted trades should not
be included in the back test by either removing them at the time the trade database file is
created (using the RemoveUnwantedTrades parameter) or later on by switching on the
‘Enable Survivorship Bias Filter’ option in the Trade Parameters. If you have removed
the unwanted trades from the trade database then this option will have no effect on the
results.
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The following closed equity chart shows the results with the SBF enabled and unwanted trades are ignored.

With complete Survivorship Bias
Filtering.

When we run a Monte Carlo analysis we can see a distribution in the profit results for this system.
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With complete Survivorship Bias
Filtering.

With the unwanted trades included there is a remarked difference in the closed trade equity curve.

With SBF Enabled and unwanted
trades included.

However, proper statistical analysis using the Monte Carlo analysis in the Enterprise Edition shows
otherwise which demonstrates the importance of proper statistical analysis of any portfolio trading system
!!
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With SBF Enabled and unwanted
trades included.

Summary
There appears to be a lot of difference between the results with and without the survivorship bias !! This is
to be expected and in actual fact the results with survivorship bias for this system are quite misleading and
could lead someone to draw the wrong conclusions about the profitability of the system !!
With survivorship bias filtering you can now use TradeSim to create more accurate modeling and back
testing of your trading system.
In the next section we will describe the very important steps of how to create a survivorship bias filter
table, which is at the heart of creating a survivorship bias free back test.
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Building a Survivorship Bias Filter Table
The heart of survivorship bias free back testing in TradeSim is the Survivorship Bias Filter Table or SBF
Table for short. Since the SBF Table is essentially a text file with a symbol versus date range, it is possible
to construct this table with a text editor, but for large indexes with 100 or more constituents this could
become wieldy and prone to error. However, the Professional and Enterprise Editions come with an SBF
Utility which allows you to construct an SBF Table from HT dynamic lists or information that is freely
available from the Standard and Poors website located at:http://www.standardandpoors.com

Building an SBF Table from Standard & Poors lists
To construct an SBF Table you essentially need three tables from the S&P website. The first one is the
Index Change Table and the other two are the earliest and latest constituents tables which are all available
from the S&P website. An optional code change listing changes in codes can be obtained from your local
exchange.
In the following example we will use data from the S&P website to build a SBF Table for the S&P/ASX20
index. On the S&P website select Indices from the Products & Services menu. Click on the S&P Indices AZ document link or click on the following link.
http://www2.standardandpoors.com/spf/pdf/index/A-Z_Indices_List.pdf
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Either save the pdf file onto your hard drive or open it up in your browser and then find and select the
relevant index link that corresponds to the index of interest, which in this case is the S&P/ASX20.
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Once you have loaded the pdf document find the relevant index link in the document and click on it.
The link should take you to the S&P/ASX20 page on the S&P website as shown in the following screen
grab.
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Click on the ‘Index Changes’ Tab and then click on ‘Download Table’ and save the csv file
(IndexChange_ASX20.csv) into the SBF Table Files directory, which is located in the C:\TradeSimData
directory. You can create an additional directory within the SBF directory for each different index, which is
what I have done for the ASX20 index.
C:\TradeSimData\TableFiles\SBF\ASX20
Now we need the constituent’s list for the earliest and latest dates. Click on ‘Overview’ and then click on
‘Constituents’. Select the latest date and download the csv table. Then change the date to the earliest date
possible and download the csv table.
When you have finished you should have the following three files in the ASX20 directory.
IndexChange_ASX20.csv
16-JAN-2009_ASX20.csv
23-AUG-2000_ASX20.csv
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Startup TradeSim and select the Survivorship Bias Filter Utility from the Tools menu.

Select the ‘SBF Table File Builder Assistant’ tab and then click on the ‘Load SnP Index Change Table’
button.
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Select the ‘IndexChange_ASX20.csv’ from the ASX directory that you previously downloaded.

Once the table has been loaded note that the first three lines are deselected and greyed out automatically
because these lines are not used. These three lines are the only ones that should be deselected.
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Now select the ‘Constituents Tables’ tab which shows two constituent table viewer.
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Click on the ‘Load SnP Latest Constituents Table’ and load the latest constituents file (16-JAN2009_ASX20.csv) and then followed by the earliest constituents file (23-AUG-2000_ASX20.csv).

Loading the Code Change Table
The next procedure is optional but recommended in order to minimize any editing later on.
The Code Change Table is a list of code changes applied to listed companies.
Note: A code change table for the ASX has already been provided in the following
directory:C:\TradeSimData\TableFiles\SBF\CodeChange
This Code Change csv table has been generated from lists available from the ASX
website
http://www.asx.com.au/resources/codes/changes/2009.htm
and has been compiled into a single csv file which can be edited.
Click on the Code Change Tab and load up the ASX code change table from the CodeChange directory.
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The Code Change table is divided into 5 columns. The relevant columns are 1st, 2nd and 4th columns which
correspond to the Date, Symbol(change from), Symbol(change to). When the SBF Table is being created
code changes are made automatically.
Now that we have all of the tables loaded up, click on the ‘Build Table’ button to create the table. The
Message Log window will appear providing feedback including any code changes that were made.

The ‘SBF Table’ tab will be automatically selected with the symbol versus date ranges displayed.
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Fixing up the missing dates
Sometimes the information provided by the S&P website is not complete and will need some editing and
fixing up. In this case two start dates are undefined and will need to be added. You can manually edit the
dates by right clicking on the date and selecting the edit option from the popup menu. You then choose the
date from the date picker.

The tools menu button on the right has some tools that allow you to fixup missing dates for the undefined
start and end dates. You can scan the security folders for the undefined start and end dates or use the start
and end dates of the constituent files that you have downloaded from the SnP website. To access these tools
click on the drop down to the right of the Tools button on the toolbar.
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Fixing up dates from security files
Before you can fix up the dates using the security files you need to select the top-level security directories
by selecting this option from the tools menu.

The global preferences dialog box will appear and the ‘Security Information’ tab will be automatically
selected. This is the same dialog box used to set the top-level securities for the Open Trade Equity charts in
the Enterprise Edition.
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Click on ‘Add Top Level Security Directories’

Click ‘Add Directory to List’ and add the top level Equities folder.
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Click ‘Add Directory to List’ and add the top-level De-listed securities folder.

Once you have selected all of the relevant top-level security directories Click on ‘OK’.
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All of the master files will be searched below each top-level security directory and displayed.

These are the same folders you will be using to run a trade database exploration in
Metastock using the survivorship bias filter table.
Select ‘Fixup dates from security files’ from the drop down Tools Menu.

Once the fix-up have been completed the Message Log will pop-up with any modifications made.
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The dates that were undefined before with a double question mark (??) have now been replaced and an
asterix (*) appended to indicate that they were modified. When the table is saved these dates will be saved
as a negative date. This won’t have any effect on the SBF table used in a trade database exploration but is
there to remind you that these dates could not be computed from the original SnP data. If the table was
supplied without fix ups then the dates with the double question mark would be saved as a negative one (-1)
for the date and these entries in the table would be ignored by the trade database exploration.

To save the SBF table for use in a trade database exploration click on the ‘Save SBF Table’ on the tool bar.
The table filename is named with the same filename used for the latest constituents filename with a tbl file
extension rather than a csv filename.
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Checking the SBF table file against the security files.
Before you can use the SBF table file in a trade database exploration it is important to make sure that the
security files actually exist, as well as provide the correct security data for the date ranges specified in the
table file. The tools menu has an option to allow you to check for this. Click on the drop down tools menu
and select ‘Check SBF Table against security files’.

Every entry in the SBF table will be checked against its respective security file and any inconsistencies will
be reported in the Message Log. In this case there are just a few date inconsistencies.
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Building an SBF Table from a HT List
If you are a member of HT and have purchased the Survivorship Bias Database Generation Code pack for
AB then you can use the dynamic lists to easily reconstruct an SBF Table.
Select the SBF Table Builder Assistant tab followed by the HT Dynamic List tab.
Load up the HT dynamic list. In this case we will be using the US S&P500.csv list

Click on the Build SBF button.
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Once the translation is finished check the Message Log for any problems. If there are no problems you can
now save the table for use in your trade database exploration.

Checking the SBF table file against the security files.
Before you can use the SBF table file in a trade database exploration it is important to make sure that the
security files actually exist, as well as provide the correct security data for the date ranges specified in the
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table file. The Tools menu has an option to allow you to check for this. Before you can do this you need to
point TradeSim at the securities folders that contain all of the securities that have been referenced in the
SBF table. This procedure was explained in the section on S&P lists so we will not go into it in depth. From
the Tools menu select ‘Select top level security directory’ from the menu.

Select the relevant US directories

Click on the drop down tools menu and select ‘Check SBF Table against security files’.
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Every entry in the SBF table will be checked against its respective security file and any inconsistencies will
be reported in the Message Log. In this case some symbols could not be found and some dates are out of
range.
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Reference Literature
This list of references is by no means exhaustive but represents material, which is either recommended, or
for general reading.
1) Compuvision Australia. TradeSim User Manual.
2) Equis. Metastock for Windows 95/98 & NT. This is the user manual that comes with Metastock
Version 7.0 and is a prerequisite for using TradeSim.
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